Raubinger To Speak At Fall Convocation

Dr. Frederick M. Raubinger, New Jersey Commissioner of Education, will deliver the main address at the annual Fall Convocation on Tuesday, September 27 at 10:30 a.m. Weather permitting this will be held in the amphitheatre, otherwise in the Memorial Auditorium.

Also highlighting the program will be the academic procession. The faculty, attired in academic gowns signifying the institution from which they received their last degree, will enter the auln theater to the strains of the March from Athalia, followed by several selections by the College Band.

Dr. Harold Bohn, professor of English, will lead the convocation on stage at the club before a packed Easter-week audience.

Raubinger, who was graduated from Teachers College, Columbia University, he organized and was the first superintending principal of the Passaic Valley Regional School District until 1946. At that time he became superintendent of schools in the Ridgewood School System. In 1952 Governor Driscoll appointed him New Jersey Commissioner of Education. Dr. Raubinger has written widely for educational journals, among them the NJEA and the thirteen departments of the college.

Five members have joined the Science Department: Phyllis A. Busch, Associate Professor, has taught at New York University, Harvard, Brooklyn and Queens Colleges, Victoria P. Pies, Assistant Professor, has been supervising student teaching for the past four years. Roland H. Flynn, Assistant Professor, has taught at Livingston High School and has been on the staff of the Universal Chemical Corporation as research chemist. Ben Minor, Associate Professor, has been on the staff of Paragon Dickinson University as physics instructor. Elmer W. Van Gilder, Assistant Professor, has taught physics at New Providence High School.

Physical Education has also welcomed five new members to its staff. Barbara L. Brown, Assistant Professor, has taught at New York University, as physics instructor. Ben Minor, Associate Professor, has been on the staff of Paragon Dickinson University as physics instructor. Elmer W. Van Gilder, Assistant Professor, has taught physics at New Providence High School.
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As lights dim and a hush falls over the audience, the curtain will go up on the repeat performance of "My Sister Eileen," the smash Broadway hit, which will be presented by the students of the summer session drama workshop September 23 and 24 at 8:30 p.m. in the Memorial Auditorium.

The entire company which is reassembling for these performances consists of 12 high school students, undergraduate and graduate Montclair students, seven of which are Player alumni, and graduates of other colleges and teachers, totaling 24 people.

This is the first time that high school students, college students, and teachers have worked together to produce a performance at Montclair, according to Dr. Howard Fox of the Speech Department, Donald Heritage, teacher of English at Clifton High School and former graduate of Montclair, is a member of the cast together with some of his own students.
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"Marry die suddenly and when they little think of it: 'Because at how you know not the Son of man will come.'"—Mark. XXIV, 44

The Class of 1964 returns to the MONTCLARION, the voice of the student body, welcomes you, the Class of 1964.

Facing you is a great challenge and a tremendous responsibility. The choice is before you; it is yours. Are you going to accept your task...?

"Not only are all his classes closed out—they closed out his name, too!"

Welcome!

Although freshmen have already been welcomed at least two dozen times, the MONTCLARION, the voice of the student body, welcomes you, the Class of 1964.

Facing you is a great challenge and a tremendous responsibility. The choice is before you; it is yours. Are you going to accept your task...?

HISOCIETY

by Mary Crenin

Married: Ruth Ann Levy '61 to Ronald B. Stephen... USA... Linda Weiss '58 to Norbert Berker... Seton Hall University... Edith Tulli to Ronald Makara... Marie Twitchen... Stevenson State to David Spensenberg '61... Barbara Gets to David Watson... Phil Lampl... Janet Campbell to Tom Haas '59... Jean Fernandes... Mike Garlitti... Tina Sgalla Delta... Cathy Guarneri... Delta Theta... Pat '62 to Ed Schoenbach '61... Sharon Lockburner '83 to Allan Smith... Fran Followill Sigma... '61 to Tony Vigliano... Agora... Newark College of Engineering

Engaged: Betty Curran, St. Elizabeth's '56 to Frank Walker '61... Janet Smith, Sigma Beta Chi... New York... Joe Cerrini... New York... Nancy Flot, Delta Chi... '63 to Steve Pletas... Upsala... '62... Judy Wasshbank... Theta Chi... Chi... '61 to Benefic Fredericks, University of Michigan... "The party's over. It's time to call it a day..."...

"The party's over. It's time to call it a day..."... Summer is over and once again we return to our life as students in an academic society... What faces each of us in the year ahead? Seniors are in their most important semester, for in a few short months, two for some majors, practice teaching starts. This is the time when they must success fully complete a methods and final specialization course.

Juniors begin their education courses this year, now that they must do their goal.

The year ahead should be a busy one for each of us. We should prepare for the future.
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Dr. Lynch Forecasts Educational Picture

What will be different about your child’s education in the coming year? Dr. Robert W. Lynch, President of the New Jersey Education Association, is forecasting that the several trends which have been “clearly visible” at various college campuses will most certainly have an impact on New Jersey classrooms this fall. Dr. Lynch is also the editor of the New Jersey School News, a monthly magazine published by the association.

In an interview, Dr. Lynch said "The major educational trend which will affect New Jersey students this year is the increasing emphasis on guidance and on the student as the center of the educational process." Dr. Lynch said that "The emphasis on guidance is not new, but it is gaining in importance." He added that "The student as the center of the educational process is a concept that has been gaining in popularity in recent years. It means that the student's needs and interests will be given priority over the traditional emphasis on the content of the curriculum." Dr. Lynch also said that "The emphasis on guidance and the student as the center of the educational process will have a significant impact on the way New Jersey schools are organized and operated."
Smoke Signals

by Ken Rehberg

There is always a lull after the Olympic games for sports fans, and soccer is no exception. For many the season is saying its last farewells and they turn their collective rapture to watching the autumn leaves fall. Gordon White is excited about their vacations, remembering to stay in contact the minaret and observing to the newspapers that the last few baseballs will soon be pitched and the rest of their footballs have arrived.

And so it has been.

This season is exciting to speculate on the coming season for the Montclair squad but the words will not have to be printed, for those of us who are already members of its ranks, Dr. Edwards is special esteem; and it would be only fair to say that all we are wishing him the best. Nothing less would suit this gentleman of sport.

Another gentleman of sport has returned to these halls after his remarkable State Departm ent tour throughout the Middle East and the indoor track teams. This, of course, is none other than Dr. Richard Willing. Welcome back, Coach.

It's the last year for the good guys (one way or another). The "good guys," of course, are a special group of athletes that comprise the Montclair group of physical education majors. This particular coaching staff has been together for three years. It has been a part of our pride in the Montclair history of the college that Montclair has always been a football coach and an instructor in the Panzer School of Physical Education for three years. He was assistant football coach in 1959 and has also been successful as the JV basketball coach. Dr. Edwards also had a remarkable year in track and field last year substituting for the absent Dr. Willing.

The other newcomers are Mr. Henry Ferris and Mr. Bruce Lackey. Mr. Ferris is teaching in the Physician School and may be interviewed to know just exactly what kind of heritage you have become a part of and what kind of heritage you have to maintain.